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Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989)

Mapplethorpe is one of the greatest masters of art photography. He uses highly stylised black

and white for portraits, nudes and still lifes. 

After his beginnings in drawing and collage, Mapplethorpe discovered photography in 1970. The

artist then focused on male nudes, his art at the limits of pornography made sandal in the United

States and fuelled a polemic on the public funding of art. 

Fascinated by the antique model, Mapplethrope puts muscularity and aesthetic perfection at the

centre of his work. 

The artist died in 1989 at the age of 42 from AIDS. After his death, a culture war broke out in the

United States, as an exhibition on Mapplethrope was to be held at the Corcoran Gallery od Art in

Washington, D.C. However, Senator Helms closed the exhibition as obscene. A schism was then

created between those who defended artistic freedom and those who fought against the attack

on public morality. 

The value of Mappelthrope's work will be rehabilitated and recognised a posteriori.

https://pro.boutiquesdemusees.fr/en/selection/robert-mapplethorpe-1946-1989-2558/1/
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Who are we ?

The Réunion des musées nationaux - Grand Palais (Rmn-GP) is a French cultural institution under the

Culture & Communication Ministry supervision.

As Europe's leading cultural operator, the Rmn-GP has a unique know-how in the artistic and cultural

fields: exhibitions’ organization, mediation, publishing of cultural derivate products, books, exhibitions

catalogus, museum stores management, Art Workshops, photographic Agency...

We manage 35 museum stores in France, including those of the Louvre Museum, the Orsay & l'Orangerie

museums, the Château de Versailles, the Picasso-Paris museum, and the Grand Palais des Champs

Élysées. We are at the heart of the cultural & museum worlds, working in close collaboration with their

Curators and Directors to offer and commercialize renewed ranges of products in line with their

exhibitions & cultural actualities.

Our professional Resale team is dedicated to yours with advice for selection & ways of distribution of our

cultural products, as it is already with a huge french & international network of museum stores, art

galleries, decoration stores, hotels and bookshops, ...

Our assets

We have been working for years with exclusive partnerships bringing together great museums,

institutions, foundations and renowned French brands: Ville de Paris, JR, Marie Christine Dorner, Gangzaï

Design, Valentine Herrenschmidt, Fragonard, Pétrusse, Macon & Lesquoy, Inès de la Fressange, Sam

Baron, Antoine Corbineau, Bernardaud, Duvelleroy Paris, Mucha Foundation...

We propose, through our Art Workshops, exclusive reproductions of sculptures collection identical to the

original artworks; and engravings made from original copper plates from the Louvre museum's heritage

collection of Chalcography.

All our cultural products, designed by our teams in Paris, are directly inspired by the most beautiful

masterpieces:

Such as our jewelry, gift and textile collections issued from the iconic paintings of all artistic movements &

periods.

We also develop specific ranges for the youngest children that are fun and educational, respecting the EC

standards.

And our stationery is entirely printed within the European Union, on high quality paper, in compliance

with environmental standards.

Réunion des musées nationaux et du Grand Palais des Champs-Élysées

254-256, rue de Bercy - 75577 Paris cedex 12 - France

Phone: +33 (0)1 40 13 48 00

Etablissement public industriel et commercial - APE 9102Z -

RCS Paris B692 041 585 / SIRET 69204158500583 - TVA FR11692041585
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POSTCARDS

Folded Cards & Envelopes, Boxes

Set of 15 Postcards & Envelopes Mapplethorpe

IV500023 Min.: 5 Pack: 5

Museum : Paris - Réunion des musées nationaux- Grand Palais - Artist : Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989) - 

Material : Paper, cardboard - Dimensions : 13,5 x 13,5 cm

BOOKS

Exhibition Catalogues

Robert Mapplethorpe - Reissue 2023

GB107498 Min.: 2 Pack: 1

Museum : Paris - Grand Palais - Artist : Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989) - Dimensions : 16,8 x 19,6 x 1,7 cm

- Number of illustrations : 320 - Language 1 : French
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https://pro.boutiquesdemusees.fr/en/folded-cards-envelopes-boxes/set-of-15-postcards-envelopes-mapplethorpe/7040.html
https://pro.boutiquesdemusees.fr/en/exhibition-catalogues/robert-mapplethorpe-reissue-2023/41565.html


Find out more Rmn-GP collections on our website

https://pro.boutiquesdemusees.fr/en/

LET'S STAY IN TOUCH!

The Rmn-GP Wholesale Department

@ pro.boutiquesdemusees@rmngp.fr

254/256 rue de Bercy - 75577 Paris cedex 12 - France
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